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Abstract
Researchers and practitioners have proposed various transport
protocols to keep up with advances in networks and the appli-
cations that use them. Current Wide Area Network protocols
strive to identify a congestion signal to make distributed but
fair judgments. However, existing congestion signals such as
RTT and packet loss can only be observed after congestion
occurs. We therefore propose Elastic Transmission Control
(ETC). ETC exploits the instantaneous receipt rate of N con-
secutive packets as the congestion signal. We refer to this as
the pulling rate, as we posit that the receipt rate can be used
to “pull” the sending rate towards a fair share of the capacity.
Naturally, this signal can be measured prior to congestion, as
senders can access it immediately after the acknowledgment
of the first N packets. Exploiting the pulling rate measure-
ments, ETC calculates the optimal rate update steps following
a simple elastic principle: the further away from the pulling
rate, the faster the sending rate increases. We conduct exten-
sive experiments using both simulated and real networks. Our
results show that ETC outperforms the state-of-the-art pro-
tocols in terms of both throughput (15% higher than Copa)
and latency (20% lower than BBR). Besides, ETC shows
superiority in convergence speed and fairness, with a 10× im-
provement in convergence time even compared to the protocol
with the best convergence performance.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a resurgence of work in Congestion
Control (CC) [1–5]. This has been driven by the increasing
diversification of applications (e.g., web and video streaming
[6–8]) and networked environments (e.g., 5G). These algo-
rithms rely on congestion signals — primarily loss, delay,
and Explicit Congestion Notifications (ECN) — to manage
their sending rate. All tend to have the common goal of at-
taining high throughput, low latency, and fairness. However,
in practice, this is difficult because these requirements often
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conflict. This mandates a strategic trade-off, driven by two
key observations.

The first observation is that congestion control algorithms,
which prioritize high throughput, often struggle to simultane-
ously attain low latency [1, 3, 4, 9, 10]. This is because such
algorithms usually rely on loss signals, thereby becoming less
sensitive to additional queuing delays. Even BBR, which tries
to limit the inflight bytes within a Bandwidth Delay Product
(BDP), still fails to avoid high latency, due to its excessive
estimation of Available Bandwidth (ABW) [11]. This partic-
ularly occurs when there are multiple flows or a long waiting
period for packet evacuation (minimum Round Trip Time
(RTT) probing). In contrast, algorithms that prioritize delay
[2, 5, 12, 13] show favorable latency performance but attain
lower throughput. This is because they fail to compete with
other more aggressive flows. For example, Vegas [12] and
Fast [13] fail to ensure bandwidth share when competing with
buffer-filling flows. Further, Copa [2] and Vivace [5] obtain
poor bandwidth utilization even when there are no other com-
peting flows.

The second observation is that current algorithms only
consider fairness after flows have fully occupied the band-
width, or even after packet loss has occurred [1–5, 9, 10, 14].
This means they often occupy an unfair position, leading to
bad inter-flow fairness. Specifically, these algorithms man-
age their sending rates via slow start in the start-up stage.
However, slow start’s exponential increases can result in a
large disparity among asynchronous flows, since the flows
that start first have a better chance to preempt the bandwidth.
On the basis of this large disparity, convergence can take tens
of seconds (or even fail). For example, CUBIC [9] has to wait
for a packet loss event to free up bandwidth, and PCC [4]
nearly always fails to achieve fairness with its Multiplicative
Increase Multiplicative Decrease (MIMD) mechanism [15].
Therefore, shorter flows may complete their transmissions
without obtaining a fair bandwidth share, since it takes such a
long time to achieve convergence.

We argue that the above two observations are driven by the
inherent limitations of only using reactive congestion signals
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as the network feedback. This is because traditional conges-
tion signals only work when the collective flows’ rates exceed
the link capacity. When the network bottleneck capacity is
not occupied, it is difficult for senders to reach a rapid con-
sensus on their fair share of the ABW. With this in mind, we
introduce the concept of a pre-congestion consensus signal:
A shared signal that can be witnessed by all senders to reach
an agreement on the ABW for their respective flows before
congestion occurs. This signal should be (i) easy to obtain,
without adding significant overhead; (ii) common across all
senders, such that all parties sharing a bottleneck link obtain
the similar signal value; and (iii) proactive, with the ability
to be created prior to congestion being observed. We argue
that such a signal could then be used by all senders to rapidly
converge on the appropriate sending rate without having to
wait for a congestion event to occur.

In this paper, we leverage a lightweight ABW measure-
ment mechanism to obtain such a signal, which we refer to
as the pulling rate. Put simply, the pulling rate is the instanta-
neous receipt rate of N(N ≥ 2) consecutive packets (denoted
as a micro-burst). Note that the idea of measuring the ABW
by collecting the instantaneous receipt rate of N consecutive
packets has been widely used in previous studies [16–21]. By
sharing this common measurement methodology and contin-
uous refinement of the results, all senders sharing the same
bottleneck will obtain similar pulling rate signals. In contrast
to congestion control algorithms that rely on reactive con-
gestion signals (e.g., packet loss), the available bandwidth
measured via the pulling rate can then serve as a constant
guide for all competing flows to set their sending rates, even
before congestion has occurred.

We embed these concepts into a new congestion control al-
gorithm: Elastic Transmission Control (ETC), which exploits
a combination of the pulling rate and RTT measurements
to identify and adapt to congestion conditions. Upon a new
flow being initiated, ETC begins to continually measure the
pulling rate. In parallel, it also measures the RTT to infer if
there is potentially excess capacity on the path. In cases when
the RTT suggests there is spare bandwidth, the ETC sender
increases (pulls) its sending rate towards the pulling rate in
an attempt to utilize excess capacity.

The above design raises three practical challenges though.
The first challenge is how to rapidly calculate the optimal
pulling rate at the beginning of a transmission, without per-
turbing the network. Conventional ABW probing methods
[22, 23] necessitate the utilization of supplementary probing
packet pairs or packet trains. To mitigate disruptions to the net-
work, we directly pace data transmission within micro-bursts
and collect the instantaneous receipt rate of each micro-burst.
We then continuously correct the pulling rate with the max-
imum average receiving rate of the subsequent traffic, such
that all flows can reach a consensus on the pulling rate.

The second challenge is the insufficient accuracy of the
current system timers. This is not a problem in traditional

CC logic, which relies on coarser metrics like packet loss.
However, it is problematic for ETC because we pace data
transmission on granularity as little as 2 packets (i.e. per
micro-burst) to calculate the pulling rate. The benefit is that it
gives ETC fine-grained control over the sending rate. How-
ever, the necessary timing cannot be implemented on current
commodity systems, as their timers are too coarse-grained.
To address this, ETC proposes the use of acknowledgment
(ACK)-clocking, which exploits the arrival of ACKs to pace
data transmission, thereby compensating for insufficient timer
precision.

The third challenge is how we can use the pulling rate to
dynamically select the optimal step size. Even with the prior
knowledge of available bandwidth, the indeterminate number
of concurrent flows makes it challenging to determine how
the sending rate should be adjusted upon each iteration. Most
prior works rely on a fixed step size technique. However, this
design (i) fails to adapt to different networks, since the step
size is not related to the available bandwidth; and (ii) cannot
guarantee the flow rates move towards fair equilibrium (e.g.,
aggressive exponential step sizes can result in a growth in
inter-flow unfairness). To address this, ETC introduces the
use of a concave function that maps the distance between
the pulling rate and the current sending rate to guide rate
adjustments. This concave formula avoids exceeding the fair
bandwidth share and we prove that it reduces the difference
among the flows’ rates at each adjustment, thereby accelerat-
ing the convergence toward fairness.

We have a fully deployed user-space implementation of
ETC, which has served as the transmission protocol for our
commercial video application for over a year. During this
period, ETC has served millions of daily users. Using this
implementation, we conduct comprehensive experiments in
both emulated and real-world international/ intercontinental
Internet scenarios to demonstrate the performance of ETC
versus other state-of-the-art protocols. Our key results are as
follows:

• ETC achieves the highest throughput under almost all sce-
narios considered. We simultaneously attain the lowest la-
tency. ETC obtains up to 15% higher throughput than Copa
on short paths and 18% more than CUBIC on long paths.

• ETC attains the best latency. It achieves a 10% and 18%
lower 95th latency than BBR under one-flow and three-flow
scenarios. For the short paths, ETC obtains more than 10%
lower latency compared to almost all competing algorithms.

• ETC attains superiority in convergence speed and fairness.
ETC can achieve fair convergence within 2s after a new
flow starts. CUBIC, with the second-best convergence, takes
more than 20s to converge.

Although finer-grained timers are available in data center hardware, we
target commodity devices, e.g., laptops, smart phones.
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2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we highlight the factors that hinder current
transmission protocols from achieving better performance.
We discuss the deficiencies of state-of-the-art protocols and
propose key directions for improvement.

2.1 Limitations of Congestion Signals
In Wide Area Networks (WAN), loss and RTT are the two
mainstream signals used by most congestion control algo-
rithms. For example, as a loss-oriented protocol, PCC [4]
evaluates its current sending rate against its measured loss rate.
Similarly, CUBIC [9] reduces its rate in the case of packet
loss, considering the current window size the maximum. In
contrast, as RTT-oriented protocols, Vegas [12] and Copa [2]
attempt to limit the RTT within a preset range through rate
adjustment. In an attempt to balance these two signals, Vivace
[5] constructs a utility function with both the delay and loss
rate to evaluate the current sending rate.

Unfortunately, exclusively using these reactive signals has
a key limitation: they work only once the collective flows’
rates exceed the link capacity. Specifically, RTT will be min-
imal until packets begin to accumulate in the router buffers.
Eventually, a loss event will indicate severe congestion. Prior
to this point, loss-oriented protocols will assume there is still
spare bandwidth, while RTT-oriented protocols will assume
there is congestion. That is, individual flows may perform too
conservatively or aggressively, resulting in either bandwidth
waste or congestion. Moreover, this postpones the time when
flows converge. We argue that an effective mechanism should
employ both reactive signals (such as RTT) and more proac-
tive signals that can be sensed prior to link capacity being
saturated. To achieve fast convergence and fairness, we seek a
signal that not only obtains consensus among flows, but also
is capable of guiding rate increases.

2.2 Limitations of Current Algorithms
Alongside the limitations of the congestion signals, current
congestion control algorithms suffer from several issues.

Lack of Fair Convergence. The correct number of inflight
bytes is the product of a fair bandwidth share and the base
RTT. However, current algorithms show poor performance in
fair convergence due for two reasons: (i) They only consider
convergence after the flows have fully occupied the available
bandwidth; and (ii) Their rate increase/decrease step size is
not related to the available bandwidth. We next illustrate these
two points in detail.

In the start-up stage, all current algorithms begin with a
slow start. Slow start increases the flow rate exponentially. It
thus enlarges the rate difference among flows that are started
asynchronously. Following this, flows attempt to reach fair
convergence, i.e. the rate adjustments gradually reduce the

rate difference among competing flows. During this period,
the convergence speed depends on the choice of step size.
The step sizes in current algorithms can be divided into two
categories: (i) dynamic step sizes based on the flow’s own rate
[1, 5, 9] (faster flows with smaller step size); or (ii) fixed step
sizes [2–4, 10, 12]. Although dynamic step sizes can promote
fairness among flows (compared with the fixed step size) since
slower flows have more chance to compete for bandwidth, all
of these step sizes are independent of the available bandwidth.
This severely delays the convergence, without fine-tuning
specific network environments. We analyze how the current
algorithms guarantee their convergence in Appendix C. To
summarize, to obtain fast and fair convergence, we need a
dynamic step size that adapts to the available bandwidth.

Lack of Optimal Rate Change. It is necessary for CC algo-
rithms to change the sending rate appropriately. Intuitively,
the rate change should become smaller as it approaches the
available bandwidth. However, due to the lack of an effec-
tive estimation of the available bandwidth, current algorithms
adopt an overly conservative step size at first while becom-
ing more aggressive in the subsequent adjustments [2, 4, 5].
This is particularly severe in the slow start phase, where the
flows expand the rate in an exponential manner [24]. This
drastic rate change can excessively overshoot the available
bandwidth. Several more recent protocols [2, 4, 5] adopt a
velocity parameter to speed up the convergence. That is, the
flows update their rate faster in the face of continuous rate
increases/decreases. We argue this violates the intuition that
the closer to the target rate, the smaller the update should
be. These frequent and intense rate oscillations magnify the
probability of bandwidth overuse or waste.

2.3 Our Design Principles

Based on the above observations, we advocate two novel de-
sign principles to improve congestion control performance in
terms of throughput, delay, and fair convergence simultane-
ously.

Pre-Congestion Consensus. First, we argue that it is nec-
essary to identify and propose a pre-congestion consensus
signal. Recall, this is a signal that can be used by all senders
(sharing a bottleneck) to reach a common estimate of the
available bottleneck bandwidth. Importantly, this consensus
must be reachable before packets begin to accumulate at the
in-network bottleneck (so as to guide rate increases). Note,
present congestion signals (e.g., delay and packet loss) fail
to meet these requirements. Equally, using ECN is not prac-
tical outside of a data center network, and leaves open the
challenge of selecting when a router should trigger an ECN.

Dynamic Step Sizes. Second, we argue that the congestion
control algorithms should employ dynamic step sizes to meet
the following requirements: (i) Safe: the rate increases be-
come less aggressive as they approach the available band-
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width so that the sending rate does not excessively exceed the
available bandwidth. (ii) Fast: quickly seizing the spare band-
width while quickly converging to an equilibrium. (iii) Fair:
giving slower flows more chance to compete for the available
bandwidth and punishes faster flows more strictly.

3 Rate Control in ETC

We start by explaining how ETC senders set their sending
rate. Algorithm 1 presents an overview of the algorithm.

3.1 Overview of Rate Control

Figure 1 shows an overview of ETC. We provide a summary
below of how a sender decides when to accelerate or deceler-
ate its sending rate.

Rate Acceleration. When the RTT holds or decreases (the
left blue part), the sender infers that there may be spare band-
width available. Despite this, it does not know how much
bandwidth is available (since there is no explicit signal to
show the link utilization). Therefore, to guide the sender,
we propose that the sender calculates the pulling rate (Rp).
This is an estimate of the bandwidth, which is measured us-
ing a lightweight passive ABW measurement mechanism at
the sender. Put simply, it is the instantaneous receipt rate
of N(N ≥ 2) consecutive packets (denoted as micro-burst),
constantly corrected by the maximum average receiving rate.
Upon detecting the possibility of spare capacity, the sender
uses the pulling rate to calculate the precise rate change. A
key innovation is the introduction of elasticity: the further
away from the available bandwidth, the faster the sending rate
(s) increases, and the slower the sending rate decreases. We
provide further details in Section 3.3.

Rate Deceleration. When the RTT gradient exceeds a pre-
set threshold (the right purple part), ETC assumes that it is
approaching (or at) the maximum bandwidth allocation. At
this stage, the sender temporarily regards the current receiving
rate (r) as the optimal rate. Thus, the sender gradually reduces
the sending rate to the receiving rate in a step-wise manner.
This step-wise reduction aims to avoid any overreactions to
ephemeral variations in capacity. We provide further details
in Section 3.4.

3.2 Collection of the Signals

Setting the Pulling Rate. The pulling rate is calculated at
the sender side. It is an estimation of the available bandwidth
and serves as a signal guiding the sender in setting its rate
increase. ETC places more emphasis on the consistency of

This is the average receipt rate within a past time window. The time
window is typically six to ten RTTs [1] and ETC adopts a time window of
eight RTTs.

RTT

Pulling rates

Sending rate (s) Receving rate (r)

Step-wise

snew=s·loga(Rp / s+a-1)

R
at

es

Time

RTTRTT

b u r s t b u r s t b u r s t b u r s t

IACK ACKIACK IACK

Figure 1: The structure of information collection and rate
updates in ETC.

the pulling rate instead of the measurement accuracy. We next
explain how the pulling rate is set.

When a flow is first established or a competing flow fin-
ishes, the sender has no knowledge of available bandwidth.
Hence, we refer to this first stage as the bandwidth detec-
tion stage. In this stage, ETC directly paces data in micro-
bursts to obtain the pulling rate for guidance (in Section 4),
which mitigates the disruptions to the network (e.g., changing
the sending mode or sending additional probe packets). The
pulling rate is set by the ETC sender as the instantaneous
receipt rate of the acknowledged micro-bursts. Intuitively, the
arrival interval of the packets in each micro-burst is always
determined by the last bottleneck it passes (detailed analy-
sis in Appendix F). Therefore, with the collection of many
measurement samples, flows that pass through the same last
bottleneck should obtain approximately the same estimate of
the available bandwidth. Indeed, our analysis in Section 5.1
proves that the measurement results are larger than or equal
to the available bandwidth, hence, they can act as the pulling
rate to pull the sending rate.

Once the sender does not observe a significant increase
(less than 1.1× or even no increase) in the corresponding
receiving rate of the past 8 RTTs [1] after a sending rate
increase, we assume that the sender has reached the approx-
imate available bandwidth, where only small adjustments
are needed for better convergence and fairness. We refer to
this as the stable convergence stage. Thus, the ETC receiver
uses a more conservative method to calculate the pulling rate:
Rp = min(k× rmax, Rp), in which rmax is maintained as the
maximum receiving rate. We use the parameter k to leave
room for exploiting spare bandwidth when a flow ends. When
the receiving rate exhibits a sharp increase again (more than
1.1×), ETC exits the stable convergence stage to consume the
spare bandwidth. Note that rmax will only be updated when
the rate increases by more than 1.1×. When the receiving rate
is far from rmax, we consider that a new flow joins in and the
available bandwidth reduces, therefore rmax is sampled again.

Accurate RTT Sampling. RTT is widely adopted as a conges-
tion signal. However, even without considering the statistical
error and the shaping of the packets by the bottom layers, the
RTT struggles to reflect the actual state of the network due
to the bursty nature of TCP. The reason is that bursts may
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cause extremely short-lived RTT increases. Regarding this a
congestion signal usually damages throughput.

Taking this fact into consideration, we believe that the RTT
of the first packet in each micro-burst most accurately reflects
the exact network state.Thus, we only regard the RTT of the
first packet in each micro-burst as an effective sample. Our
statistical results in Appendix E show that the first packet
always shows a smaller delay than the other packets in the
same micro-burst. This suggests that the first packet better
reflects network congestion without being affected by micro-
bursts. Note, ETC also uses incremental and unique packet
numbers to avoid the effect of retransmission ambiguity on
RTT measurements.

3.3 Rate Acceleration
We next explain how ETC exploits the measured pulling rate
to accelerate the sending rate in detail. The rate update process
is shown in lines 12 to 19 in Algorithm 1. Put simply, when
the RTT decreases or eight RTTs (by default) have passed
from the last rate increase, ETC raises the sending rate. The
increase is calculated as a function of the pulling rate and
the sending rate (lines 13-15). The periodical rate increase
ensures ETC will not suffer from starvation when competing
with more aggressive buffer-filling flows.

To calculate the update, the sender first models the distance
between the pulling rate and the current sending rate as a ratio.
We use the ratio as it alleviates the impact of any measurement
error. Then we link the extent of the rate increase with the
distance. Much like an elastic band, the further away from the
pulling rate, the faster the sending rate increases. To achieve
this, ETC employs a concave formula of the distance, f (Rp,s),
which takes the pulling rate as the maximum. The sending
rate is promoted in a multiplicative manner: s = f (Rp,s)× s,
and the formula should meet the following requirements:

• When the sending rate equals the pulling rate, the sending
rate should remain static.

• The sending rate increases should diminish the closer the
flow gets to the pulling rate.

• After each adjustment, the difference (inequality) between
the sending rates (or the receiving rate) between the flows
should decrease.

The first condition guarantees that the sending rate will not
exceed the pulling rate. The second condition guarantees that
the sending rate increases in a safe way. That is, the sending
rate should not spike significantly beyond the available band-
width (as this would induce congestion). The third condition
ensures fairness among flows. To meet these requirements,
ETC employs a log function as follows:

f (Rp,s) = logα(Rp/s+α−1), α > 1
s.t. f (Rp,Rp) = 1

(1)

Algorithm 1: ETC Sender Algorithm
tlast : the time of the last packet sending.
tupdate : the time of the last rate update.
s : current sending rate. r : current receiving rate.

1 function Send()
2 interval ← now− tlast
3 pending ← s · interval + remain
4 bytes_in_burst ← packet_size · N
5 if pending ≥ bytes_in_burst then
6 send N packets
7 remain ← pending − bytes_in_burst
8 tlast ← now

9 else if now− tlast ≥ 10ms then
10 send pending bytes
11 tlast ← now

12 function RateUpdate()
13 if ∆RT T < 0 || now − tupdate ≥ 8RT T s then
14 s ← s · Eq. 1
15 tupdate ← now

16 else if ∆RT T ≥ threshold then
17 s ← (s+ r)/2
18 draining the queue
19 tupdate ← now

20 procedure NewACK(ack)
21 update Rp
22 update r
23 if now − tupdate ≥ RT T then
24 RateUpdate()

25 Send()

26 procedure TimerExpire()
27 Send()

According to our experience, e is a suitable choice for α .
We set this as the default parameter in our later evaluation.
Note, the selection of α influences the competitiveness of
a flow: a smaller base brings a more aggressive flow (the
effect of the base on performance is shown in Appendix A.5).
The convergence and fairness of flows with this formula are
proved in Section 5.3.

3.4 Rate Deceleration with Queue Draining
We next explain how ETC decelerates the rate when the RTT
increase exceeds a threshold (lines 16-18). Here, we assume
the presence of buffer bloat, indicating the need to drain the
router queues. To achieve this, ETC performs two steps:

1. We reduce the sending rate to r+(s− r)/2. Theoretically,
when the sum of flows’ rates exceeds the link capacity,
if each flow sets its sending rate to its receiving rate, the
queue at the bottleneck will no longer accumulate. How-
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ever, due to ACK compression and delays at end-hosts, the
measured receiving rate tends to be smaller than the actual
value. Hence, we reduce the sending rate to the receiving
rate in a step-wise manner. Specifically, the rate difference
between s and r is halved at each step to compensate for
the measurement imperfections.

2. We update the estimated BDP with the product of the new
sending rate and the minimum delay. ETC then checks
whether the inflight packets have exceeded one recalcu-
lated BDP; if so, it flushes the queue of all remaining
packets immediately. Specifically, we flush the accumu-
lated bytes with a sub-sending rate ( η · s, 0 < η < 1). By
doing this, the routers on the path drain their buffers. We
estimate the time for draining the queue as follows:

td =
in f lights− s ·RT Tmin

(1−η) · s
(2)

We choose to use the sub-sending rate, rather than stop-
ping transmission, because the sender still needs ACKs
to trigger data transmission (details in Section 4). After
consuming the queue, we resume the sending rate and the
rate remains unchanged for at least an RTT (as we can
only observe the influence of the current rate after the rate
has been kept for an RTT).

Note, the step-wise rate decrease prevents ETC from over-
reacting. Besides, draining the accumulated packets in the
buffer with a low rate can compensate for the imperfections of
pacing and ensure continuous ACK response. Although ETC
responds to the gradient of the RTT rather than the absolute
value, its packet-draining stages ensure that ETC can always
converge to both proper rate and minimum latency, without
complex parameter adjustment.

4 Transmission in micro-bursts

The previous section has shown how ETC sets the sending
rate. We next explain how ETC paces the packets within each
micro-burst using the allocated sending rate. This is not trivial
because it puts strict requirements on the granularity of the
pacing design. Therefore, based on our observation that the
arrival intervals of the ACKs are shorter than a commodity
system’s timer granularity, we propose a novel ACK-clocking
pacing mechanism.

4.1 Necessity and Obstacles

Many researchers have observed that TCP’s window-based
congestion control mechanisms can lead to bursty traffic on
modern high-speed networks [25–27]. These bursts bring
about buffer bloat and even overflow at intermediate routers.
To overcome the problems faced by traffic bursts, pacing has

ACK
Seq

Time(s)-
12Mbps

ACK
Seq

Time(s)-
12Mbps

ACK
Seq

Time(s)-
100Mbps

ACK
Seq

Time(s)-
100Mbps

279 5.100818 283 5.105269 279 7.686917 283 7.687006
280 5.101901 284 5.106348 280 7.686937 284 7.687036
281 5.102996 285 5.107473 281 7.686959 285 7.687071
282 5.104066 286 5.108532 282 7.686980 286 7.687098

Table 1: Cut off of the arrival times of ACKs under 12Mbps
and 100Mbps links. The complete ACK arrival intervals dis-
tribution is shown in Appendix D.
long been shipped in Linux and data center networks [26, 28],
most of which are dependent on system timers.

ETC treats micro-bursts as the pacing unit. Here, a micro-
burst refers to a train of at least two packets. Due to this, the
granularity of the system timer should be less than the sending
time of two packets to ensure that we can arbitrarily set the
micro-burst size. In fast networks, this sending time is too
short, e.g., in theory, packets should be sent at 60µs intervals
in the case of 200 Mbps bandwidth and a 1,500 bytes packet
size. However, the sending time is more than an order of
magnitude more precise compared with the operating system
scheduler’s ms order (e.g., 10ms [29] and 1ms respectively
before and after Linux 5.3.0).

Practitioners have come up with a number of solutions to
compensate for the inaccuracy of the system timer. Except
for those equipped with additional hardware [30, 31], current
software-based high-precision pacing methods include timer
interrupt-based [28] and gap packet-based ones [32, 33]. Yet
these all incur high CPU overhead (see Section 7). Apart
from the implementation challenges, pacing that only relies
on the system timer triggers a system call for each packet
transmission, leading to heavy CPU overhead [26]. Further,
to send fixed-size micro-bursts, the timer needs to be dy-
namically adjusted according to the real-time sending rate
(bytes = rate∗ interval) or, alternatively, always be set to the
highest precision, which brings further overheads. Thus, ETC
proposes a novel approach, which avoids the above limita-
tions.

4.2 ETC Pacing with ACK-Clocking
ETC pacing relies on a simple observation: the arrival times
of the ACKs are more fine-grained than the system’s timer and
can be utilized for improving pacing precision. To highlight
this, we run flows between Beijing and Shenzhen via 12Mbps
and 100Mbps links (about 37ms delay), and record the arrival
times of the ACKs during the transmission. The packets are
paced with the 10ms system timer and the receiver sends back
an ACK for every packet. Table 1 lists the arrival times for a
random subset of ACK packets. Although the ACKs’ arrival
interval is not fixed, the table shows that the interval is more
fine-grained than the inherent ms-level timer in the operating
system. The average interval of the 12Mbps link is around
100us, and that of the 100Mbps link is around 10µs. Yet, the
maximum fidelity of the timer in Linux is just 1ms.
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This observation inspires us to exploit ACK-clocking to en-
hance the accuracy of pacing. Lines 1-11 in Algorithm 1 show
how ETC uses micro-bursts (rather than individual packets)
as the pacing unit. The sender checks whether a micro-burst
should be sent at every ACK arrival. It calculates the pending
bytes according to the time interval from the last sending time
and the current sending rate (line 3). If the pending bytes
outweigh the size of a micro-burst, a micro-burst is sent and
the remaining unsent bytes are recorded (line 6-7). Other-
wise, the pending bytes will wait for the next ACK arrival.
However, ACKs do not arrive in a uniform way because their
spaces are altered if they are blocked at the receiver buffer or
router queues. Hence, the idle bandwidth will be wasted if a
sender keeps waiting for the ACK’s arrival. To address this,
we keep a timer with 10ms precision that all current systems
can support. The timer expiration triggers the Send() function.
If the pending bytes have been waiting for 10ms, these bytes
are sent even if they cannot form a micro-burst (line 9-11).

ETC integrates the processing of data sending into the
processing of ACKs, keeping only the timers that current
system can support. This improves pacing accuracy while
avoiding much additional CPU overhead. In addition, since
the number of ACKs always corresponds to the number of
the data packets, we avoid dynamic adjustment of the timer
accuracy according to the network environment.

4.3 Reducing Feedback Frequency
Generally, ACKs take up about 4%-5% of the link capacity if
the receiver sends back an ACK for each packet. This band-
width consumption is enlarged in wireless networks because
of the medium access overhead [3, 34, 35]. Intuitively, we
can alleviate the interference of excessive ACKs by applying
byte-counting ACKs or periodic ACKs. However, ETC relies
on ACKs to trigger data transmission and congestion percep-
tion. This means such techniques would not work for ETC.
Thus, we propose an adaptive feedback mechanism.
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Figure 2: The structure of ACK and IACK.

To reduce the bandwidth consumption brought by ACKs
while ensuring timely synchronization, ETC introduces two
feedback packets: a lightweight IACK and a standard ACK
with detailed information.

Figure 2 shows the structure of ACK and IACK packets.
IACKs carry a small amount of data: the packet ID and data
ID of the latest and consecutively received packet. Note, the
packet ID and data ID are used to let the sender clean the ac-
knowledged packets in time. IACKs play the role of triggering

the data sending and data cleaning for the sender. Considering
that the sender sends data only when pending packets exceed
the micro-burst size, the frequency of IACK feedback can be
reduced moderately according to the size of the micro-burst.
In cases where the feedback frequency of IACK is deemed
insufficient to enable the calculation of the pulling rate (e.g.,
only one IACK for a micro-burst), we opt to set the pulling
rate as 1.25× of the current max receiving rate. Note that this
operation has a certain impact on the fairness performance.
Our evaluation results (in Appendix A.6) show that respond-
ing to every eight packets with an IACK effectively improves
the throughput in a wireless network (we always reply to
the first packet in each micro-burst with an IACK for RTT
collection), without damaging the accuracy of pacing.

However, IACKs cannot convey packet loss information in
a timely fashion because they do not contain sufficient infor-
mation in the header. Hence, if the receiver observes packet
loss, it sends an ACK packet instead. The ACK carries the
latest consecutively received data-id and packet-id. Then the
number of consecutively received packets and lost packets are
filled in turn as the loss information. Note that this optimiza-
tion aims to minimize system overhead, and the default ACK
feedback mechanism within the kernel can also accommodate
ETC’s pacing mechanism.

5 Properties of ETC

Our design relies on three core properties. Thus, in this sec-
tion, we demonstrate these important properties that con-
tribute to the performance of ETC: (i) P1: The pulling rate
is always greater than or equal to the available bandwidth
(§5.1). This is vital to prove as it enables the pulling rate to
serve as the guide in ETC rate acceleration; (ii) P2: ETC
always seizes spare bandwidth in a safe and fast way (§5.2);
(iii) P3: Competing ETC flows always move towards the fair
equilibrium in every rate adjustment (§5.3).

5.1 Pulling Rate ∈ [ABW, Capacity]
The pulling rate is an important signal in ETC’s rate control.
To ensure that the pulling rate can guide senders, it is vital
that it is always (i) greater or equal than the available band-
width (to probe the capacity); and (ii) less than the upper link
capacity (to avoid introducing severe congestion).

To prove that the pulling rate fulfills these requirements
we next model the instantaneous receipt rate of a micro-burst
consisting of N packets and give mathematical proof. But
we first start with a simple example. Figure 3(a) shows an
example high-speed micro-burst competing with the stable
cross traffic for the bottleneck bandwidth CL. The green arrow
represents the cross traffic with a constant rate Rc, and the
orange arrow shows the short but quick packet micro-burst at
the rate Rb. Intuitively, if Rb ≥ (CL−Rc), the link becomes
the bottleneck, otherwise the end-host is the bottleneck. Even
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(a) Cross traffic (b) Micro-burst model

Figure 3: Measure the available bandwidth.

if the packets are sent at line rate, according to the princi-
ple of fair competition, the measurement result could still be
disturbed by background traffic.

Figure 3(b) shows the model of utilizing micro-burst to
estimate the available bandwidth. From the arrival of the first
byte in, the cross traffic can jump the micro-burst until the
last packet arrives (∆t1). When calculating the receiving rate
at the end-hosts, we record the time interval from the arrival
of the first packet until the last byte arrives (∆t2), considering
that N−1 packets are received during this period.

To express the above in a mathematical form, it costs:

∆t1 =
(N−1)∗L

Rb
(3)

for the arrival of N−1 packets in a single packet train, then
the expectation of bytes inserted during this period is Rc ∗∆t1,
the ∆t2 can be written as:

∆t2 =
(N−1)∗L+Rc ∗∆t1

CL
(4)

Therefore, the measured pulling rate can be described as:

Rp =
(N−1) ·L

∆t2
=CL/{

Rc

Rb
+1} (5)

With this equation, we can prove:
(i) The pulling rate is always greater than or equal to the

available bandwidth:

Rp− (CL−Rc) =CL/{
Rc

Rb
+1}− (CL−Rc)

=
R2

c +Rc · (Rb−CL)

Rb +Rc
> 0

(6)

(ii) The pulling rate is less than or equal to the link capac-
ity:

CL−Rp =
Rc

Rc +Rb
·CL > 0 (7)

(iii) The pulling rate is positively correlated with CL (with
CL/2 as the lower bound.) Equation 5 can be further expressed
as:

Rp =CL/{
Rc

CL
· CL

Rb
+1} (8)

Rc
CL

and CL
Rb

are both in the range of (0,1), Rp approaches the
lower bound when there is almost no available bandwidth.

To summarize, the above shows that ETC’s measured
pulling rates will always be greater or equal to the available

bandwidth, yet below the link capacity. Note, despite these
properties, ETC ensures that sending rates do not excessively
exceed the available bandwidth by: (i) continuously observing
the receiving rate and delay; (ii) deploying a concave function
to guide rate increase.

5.2 Faster & Safer Start-up than Slow Start
In the start-up stage, ETC senders replace the traditional slow
start and, instead, increase the sending rate according to Equa-
tion 1. In this subsection, we prove that, compared with slow
start, an ETC sender can seize the available bandwidth in a
faster and safer way.

Faster. To show that ETC takes less time to achieve higher
bandwidth utilization, we employ a simple single-flow mathe-
matical model. Since slow start always (by definition) exceeds
the link capacity, and ETC regards the link capacity as the
upper bound, we analyze the time required to reach a specific
rate (k% ·CL, k is the link utilization). For the slow start, it
requires N = log2(k% ·CL) RTTs as 2N = k% ·CL. For ETC,
the time required to reach high bandwidth utilization is:

N

∏
n=1

f (CL, rn) = k% ·CL (9)

for which it is hard to derive a neat analytical solution. There-
fore, we conduct numerical analysis.

We denote the flow rate as k% ·CL and make a reasonable
assumption that k starts at 0.1. According to Equation 1, we
find that when k ≈ 20, the multiplier of ETC and slow start
is equal, that is: f (CL,20% ·CL) ≈ 2. With Equation 9, we
observe that ETC takes five RTTs for k to increase from 0.1
to 20. At this point, ETC achieves a rate approximately 17
times that of slow start. After this stage, the multiplier of
ETC becomes smaller than that of slow start. However, slow
start requires more than 9 RTTs to be on par with ETC’s
rate (∏9

n=1 f (CL, rn)≈ 29.7), where k is beyond 85%. From
0 to 9 RTTs, the amount of data transmitted by ETC is 4
times that of slow start (∑9

n=1 f (CL,rn)≈ 4×∑
9
n=1 2n). This

is because ETC increases the rate in a concave manner while,
in contrast, the slow start increases the rate in a convex way.
The experimental results regarding different initial values of
k are shown in Appendix A.7.

Safer. We next show how ETC is safer than traditional con-
gestion control algorithms, i.e. it rarely overestimates band-
width. Recall that traditional algorithms employ an expo-
nentially increasing cwnd, i.e., the sending rate in nth RTT
(sn) will be twice compared to (n− 1)th, and the window
growth follows s = 2n. In contrast, ETC increases s with a
log multiplier (see Eq.1). This indicates that the rate accords
with sn = sn−1 · f (CL,rn−1). Since r < CL, it is a concave
function within the range [0,CL], and the rate increment de-
creases monotonically. In short, the slow start mechanism
gains increasingly cwnd increments along with RTT. In con-
trast, ETC adopts gradually converging cwnd increments to
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avoid capacity overflow. This alleviation reduces the chance
of overestimating capacity and triggering congestion.

Under the above settings, ETC approaches the available
bandwidth in a safe manner: After nine RTTs, ETC has al-
ready lifted the utilization beyond 90%. In the next RTT, ETC
will slowly converge to the CL with only a 1.1x amplifica-
tion. However, the slow start will still double the sending rate
even if the link has been fully occupied, which thus seriously
oversteps the CL and incurs severe congestion.

5.3 Fair Convergence
A key goal of ETC is to enable fair convergence across com-
peting flows. We define the convergence and fairness on an
ideal steady path (i.e., no flow joins or leaves) as follows.

Definition 1. A flow converges if, there is a time T af-
ter which the sending rate is always bounded in the range
[Rmin(CL),Rmax(CL)] (the converged range is related to the
link capacity CL).

Definition 2. Consider two flows fi and f j starting from
arbitrary initial conditions. An algorithm is fair if each rate
adjustment reduces the difference between the receiving rate
ri and r j (denoted as Di, j) until Di, j ≤ D, a preset threshold.

Theorem 1. With Equation 1, ETC is a fair CC algorithm
and ETC flows always converge.

Proof. Based on the above definitions, we first analyze
whether we can adapt the sending rate of each flow to a fair
share at once. Assuming that there are only two flows f1 and
f2 in the link, where the sending rates are denoted as s1 and
s2, and the receiving rates are r1 and r2, respectively. Under
the principle of fair competition, we have:

s1

s2
=

r1

r2
(10)

If we multiply s1 and s2 by a coefficient k1 and k2 so that
s1 = s2, k1 and k2, we obtain the following relationship:

k1

k2
=

s2

s1
=

r2

r1
=

CL− r1

CL− r2
(11)

Consequently, if the flows have already reached the bot-
tleneck bandwidth and calculated their receiving rate, it is
feasible for two flows to share the bandwidth fairly after a sin-
gle tune-up. However, if we expand this scenario to K flows,
Equation 11 is further enriched to:

∀i, j ∈K, ri =
si

∑k∈K sk
·CL,

ki

k j
=

r j

ri
(12)

Since this condition requires the receiving rate of all the
other flows, the limited information mastered by each flow
hinders the realization of ‘one-step fairness’. Therefore, we
must realize fairness among flows through multiple adjust-
ment iterations. In each adjustment, we multiply the previous

sending rate si by a function of ri : f (ri), ( f (ri)≥ 1). f (ri)
should meet the condition that the absolute difference between
the receiving rate of any two flows decreases after adjustment,
that is:
∀i, j ∈ K,ri > r j:

|
f (ri)si− f (r j)s j

∑k∈K f (rk)sk
| ≤ |

si− s j

∑k∈K sk
| (13)

Since f (rk)>= 1, we have ∑k∈K f (rk)sk ≥ ∑k∈K sk, then:

|
f (ri)si− f (r j)s j

∑k∈K f (rk)sk
| ≤ |

f (ri)si− f (r j)s j

∑k∈K sk
| (14)

To simplify Equation 13, we propose a more stringent condi-
tion based on it:

|
f (ri)si− f (r j)s j

∑k∈K sk
| ≤ |

si− s j

∑k∈K sk
|

i.e., | f (ri)si− f (r j)s j| ≤ |si− s j|
(15)

This equation holds only when si = s j (ri = r j).
Let sn

i and rn
i represent the sending and receiving rate at

the nth iteration, Equation 15 can be further written as:

| f (rn
i )s

n
i − f (rn

j )s
n
j | ≤ | f (rn−1

i )sn−1
i − f (rn−1

j )sn−1
j | (16)

Since the equation holds only when si = s j, we propose the
limits as follows:

lim
n→∞

sn
i − sn

j = 0

lim
n→∞

rn
i =

CL

K

(17)

Above all, fairness and convergence can be both achieved
through a rate increase function that matches the condition
in Equation 13. Bringing Equation 13 into Equation 15, the
conditions are listed as follows, i.e., if f (ri) satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions, the flows guided by f (ri) finally converge
and obtain a fair bandwidth share:

f (ri)ri− ri ≤ f (r j)r j− r j

f (ri)ri + ri ≥ f (r j)ri + r j
(18)

Equation 1 satisfies the above two conditions, confirming
that ETC shows strong convergence and fairness. Note that
Equation 15 is a sufficient and unnecessary condition for
fairness and convergence.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Evaluation Methodology

Implementation. We implement ETC in C++. It is developed
as a user-space transport with UDP as a substrate. ETC imple-
ments reliability and rate control modules in user space and
interacts with the kernel through the sendmmsg and recvmsg
functions (the specific function depends on different plat-
forms). The inherent pacing 10ms timer is realized through
the libevent library. We use this user-space implementation
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(a) BJ to SZ (b) BJ to BOM (c) BJ to VA (d) BJ to SAO

Figure 4: The performance of CC algorithms on real links. The links are sorted according to the average latency from low to high.
ETC achieves almost the lowest latency and the highest throughput among all the methods.

to test ETC in both emulated and real network paths. ETC is
implemented in the form of SDK and has served as the trans-
mission protocol on Tencent XP2P (with millions of users)
for more than a year. It supports multiple platforms including
Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, and OpenWrt (for IoT).

Setup. We compare the performance of ETC with the Linux
implementations of several state-of-the-art schemes: CUBIC
[9], BBR [1], Vegas [12] (the related parameters are by de-
fault), and user-space implementations: PCC [4], PCC Vi-
vace [5], Copa [2], and TACK [3]. Among these algorithms,
CUBIC serves as a representative of loss-based approaches;
Vegas and Copa are delay-based algorithms; BBR, PCC, and
Vivace are representative of learning-based solutions; and
TACK makes optimizations on the transmission feedback. We
use Pantheon [36], an independent platform that serves as
a “training ground” for research on congestion control. We
deploy Pantheon in Cloud servers distributed in Beijing (BJ),
Shenzhen (SZ), Bombay (BOM), Sao Paulo (SAO), and Vir-
ginia (VA). We always run flows from Beijing to other cities
(the base RTT of the links is shown in Appendix B). The
bandwidth between every two nodes is limited to 200Mbps.
The situations that are difficult to reproduce in real Internet
paths (e.g., links with high random loss) are simulated with
the Pantheon locally. We further evaluate its performance on
a video playback use case.

Parameters. In the server tests, considering that the through-
put of TCP variants is limited by the sliding window, we
dynamically set the TCP rmem/wmem to 2×BDP. The re-
ceive buffer of UDP is 2MB. The buffer size in the simulation
scenario is set to 1×BDP. These settings ensure that the per-
formance of the CC algorithms is not limited by the buffer
size. Referring to the studies of ABW measurement, we set
the size of micro-burst to 8. The base of the log function is e.
The initial sending rate is 10 packets per RTT (by default after
Linux 3.0.0) and η is set to 0.3. The traces used in emulations
are generated according to Mahimahi’s [37] rules.

We will include the GitHub URL of the traces upon publication.

6.2 Throughput & Delay

To evaluate the throughput and delay achieved by ETC, we
test the algorithms across the five deployed real-world nodes.
Although the performance of single flow has been widely
inspected, little attention has been paid to the multi-flow per-
formance. Therefore, we run each algorithm with both a single
flow and three flows 30 times to check their performance un-
der multi-flow scenarios. Note, we evaluate asynchronous
flow arrival in Section 6.3. The experiments run during differ-
ent time periods and the represented results are the average
across all the results. Flows in each experiment start simulta-
neously and keep running for 30s.

Figure 4 presents the average throughput and 95th one-way
delay (OWD) of the evaluated protocols on the real Inter-
net paths. As Figure 4(a) shows, CUBIC, BBR, PCC, Vegas,
TACK, and ETC all achieve good throughput performance in
the short path from Beijing to Shenzhen, among which ETC
has the shortest OWD with equivalent throughput. From all
the sub-figures in Figure 4, BBR shows a low OWD with a
single flow, yet BBR always attains the longest OWD in multi-
flow scenarios due to its excessive estimation of the available
bandwidth. Based on BBR, TACK adds the perception of
the buffer, which optimizes the delay performance of BBR.
Despite the poor competitiveness of Vegas, a single Vegas
flow shows good performance in both delay and throughput,
yet it also shows obvious OWD increment as the flow number
increases. Compared with these algorithms, Copa and Vivace
attain 20% throughput waste in exchange for low latency. As
the OWD of the paths grows (from subfigure 4(a) to 4(d)), all
the protocols show varying degrees of throughput decline. We
observe that ETC and TACK still maintain high link utiliza-
tion on long links though, with a 90% utilization on a 400ms
link. As an aggressive protocol, PCC’s throughput loss comes
from its long decision cycle (four RTTs). Vivace and Copa are
sensitive to OWD measurement errors and their throughput
reduces to about only half of the link capacity.

Our statistics also demonstrate that CUBIC, BBR, and
TACK show comparatively higher loss rates. Specifically,
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(a) CUBIC-total TPT: 98.63Mbps (b) TACK-total TPT: 98.00Mbps (c) BBR-total TPT: 97.05Mbps (d) PCC-total TPT: 89.44Mbps

(e) Vivace-total TPT: 76.16Mbps (f) Copa-total TPT: 85.28Mbps (g) Vegas-total TPT: 98.47Mbps (h) ETC-total TPT: 98.52Mbps

Figure 5: Variation of the throughput as five flows gradually join the network. ETC outperforms other protocols by a large margin
w.r.t. bandwidth allocation fairness and convergence speed.

ETC reduces packet loss rates by 55% and 42% compared
to CUBIC and BBR, respectively. This is due to ETC’s
constraint on the pulling rate (as outlined in Section 3.2)
and timely queue draining during rate deceleration (in Sec-
tion 3.4).

To summarize, even on short links, ETC shows 10% and
30% OWD improvement in one-flow or three-flow scenar-
ios compared with BBR, respectively. Compared with Copa
and Vivace, ETC shows more than 15% throughput advan-
tage with almost the same OWD. Besides, ETC consistently
maintains a low loss rate.

6.3 Fairness & Convergence

To verify the fairness of ETC, we test the bandwidth occupa-
tion of each algorithm when starting N flows simultaneously
and at fixed intervals (5 seconds). We run the fairness test in
the real-world link from Beijing to Shenzhen, with a delay of
37ms. Each flow runs for 60s.

Figure 5 shows how these algorithms perform when five
flows gradually join a 100Mbps link with a 5s interval. Each
line in the figure represents a flow. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of each algorithm in terms of convergence speed and
the fairness of the convergence. We classify a flow as con-
verged once its rate oscillates with variance less than 5Mbps
for at least 2 seconds. As Figure 5(h) shows, ETC converges
rapidly after the arrival of the new flows, within about two
seconds. After all of the flows arrive at 25 seconds, flows
oscillate around the convergence rate, and the difference in
the flow rates gradually decreases. In the whole convergence
process of ETC, there is almost no sharp oscillation. Protocols
such as CUBIC (Figure 5(a)), Vegas (Figure 5(g)) and BBR
(Figure 5(c)) also maintain stable and fair bandwidth share
after convergence. However, they take a much longer period
to converge: CUBIC and Vegas take about 15 seconds, and
BBR takes over 30 seconds. Vivace (Figure 5(e)) and Copa
(Figure 5(f)) converge to a relatively fair bandwidth share but
the rate fluctuation is obvious. TACK (Figure 5(b)) and PCC
(Figure 5(d)) perform worst in convergence: TACK never

converges and PCC is far from fairness.

6.4 Coexistence with Loss Oriented Scheme

It is important that any newly deployed algorithm is friendly
to existing schemes. Given that (loss-based) CUBIC is still
the current mainstream CC method, we test the performance
of different methods when they compete with CUBIC. We run
two flows simultaneously in an emulated link with 100Mbps
capacity and 25ms RTT, one with CUBIC and the other with
one of the comparison algorithms (CUBIC, BBR, TACK, Vi-
vace, PCC, Copa, ETC) for 60s. Considering that the perfor-
mance of CUBIC is closely related to the bottleneck buffer
size, we also run experiments under multiple buffer sizes:
0.5× to 3×BDP.

Figure 6: Throughput of the flows under comparison with
CUBIC. ETC shows a good throughput without damaging the
CUBIC. While PCC, TACK, and BBR greatly compress the
throughput of CUBIC.

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the average throughput to the
ideal throughput, in which the error bars indicate the ratio
under different buffer sizes. We can observe that BBR, PCC,
and TACK greatly compress the CUBIC flow, and PCC even
obtains a 10× higher throughput than CUBIC. Meanwhile,
Copa and Vivace show poor competitiveness under all the
buffer sizes. ETC obtains an equivalent performance when
competing with CUBIC without damaging its performance.

The competitiveness of ETC comes from the periodic rate
acceleration and the fact that it starts with a relatively high
initial rate. Further, the additional queue-draining mechanism
keeps it from being overly aggressive. When ETC coexists
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with CUBIC, the delay is kept at a high level since CUBIC
continuously fills the queue. With the update of RTT, the min
RTT measured by ETC increases accordingly and the stalling
time shortens, ensuring that ETC does not fail to exploit too
much bandwidth.

6.5 Video Transmission
To test the performance of ETC in a real application, we
integrate ETC in a video player to test its performance against
the congestion control algorithms embedded in the Linux
system (Reno, CUBIC, Vegas, BBR). In this video player, all
of the lost packets are recovered. Figure 7 shows the rebuffer
rates of the video flows at different bandwidths and packet
loss rates. The bit rate of the video flow is fluctuating around
12Mbps. With current algorithms, it is not possible to achieve
100% link utilization. That is, a 12Mbps link cannot support
a video flow of this magnitude. Therefore, we assign the link
with various bandwidth levels that can only just support such
a video flow, plotted on the X-axis. We do this to observe the
influence of the bandwidth/loss rate changes (the bandwidth
and loss rates are set by traffic control (TC) in Linux).

Figure 7: The rebuffer rates of video playbacks under different
bandwidths and loss rates.

With a 16Mbps link, ETC maintains a zero rebuffer rate
even if the loss rates increase. BBR is insensitive to the loss
rates and keeps about a 4% rebuffer rate. The other three al-
gorithms show an increasing trend in the rebuffer rate as the
loss rate increases. The rebuffer rate of Vegas and Reno ap-
proaches 20% when there is a 0.8% loss. When the bandwidth
is reduced to 15Mbps, ETC starts to experience a rebuffer
rate of about 2% (almost unaffected by the loss rate). In con-
trast, the rebuffer rates of other algorithms all exceed 10% as
the loss rate increases. This confirms that ETC makes more
efficient use of the bandwidth and reduces the rebuffer rate of
video playback, especially in the case of limited bandwidth.

6.6 Real Deployment and Other Evaluations
By reporting the data collected from our XP2P SDK (com-
prising over ten million samples), we demonstrate that ETC
reduces the average buffering rate by approximately 11%
compared to QUIC. Furthermore, in weak network environ-
ments (e.g., when the base RTT of a link exceeds 150ms.),
the reduction can reach up to 17%.

We have also conducted experiments to verify the per-
formance of ETC under several other scenarios: (i) the per-
formance of competing flows on paths with different RTTs;

(ii) the performance of flows under different loss rates; (iii) the
ability for ETC to adapt to bandwidth fluctuations; (iv) the
fairness among multiple (up to 10) flows. Due to the limit of
space, we present these experiment results in Appendix A.

7 Related Work

Delay-sensitive CC Algorithms. Vegas [12], FastTCP [13],
and Westwood [38] are representative algorithms based on
RTT measurement. They reduce the transmission rate when
RTT growth is detected, which performs poorly when com-
peting with buffer-filling schemes. Copa [2] proposes a target
rate model and adjusts the cwnd in the direction of the ob-
tained target rate. Note, Copa proposes a competitive mode
to guarantee its competitiveness.

Online-learning CC Algorithms. BBR [1] tries to learn a
better sending rate with the periodical bandwidth probing
stage. PCC [39], Vivace [5], and Remy [40] all guide the on-
line actions of the flows via an objective function. With these
approaches, the senders continuously observe the connection
between their actions and empirically experienced perfor-
mance, aiming at consistently adopting actions that achieve
high performance. These methods bring a heavy burden on the
CPU and thus hinder large-scale deployment. Furthermore,
our experiment results in A.3 indicate that compared to these
algorithms, ETC exhibits superior adaptability to bandwidth
fluctuations, while also achieving faster response times.

High-resolution pacing. Practitioners have proposed vari-
ous solutions to realize high-precision pacing. For hardware-
based ones, [30] use the high-resolution timer in the smart
network interface controller (NIC), to maintain all TCP con-
nections and schedule packets for each flow. Instead of a
per-flow transmission timer, [31] proposes a per-packet trans-
mission timer, which frees the NIC from the upper transport
layers. The software-based methods can be divided into timer
interrupt-based [28] and gap packet-based ones [32, 33]. The
former requires the assistance of a microsecond resolution
timer per flow in Gigabit networks and the latter expects the
device to transmit both gap and data packets at a wire-rate,
bringing unavoidable errors and high overhead. In contrast,
ETC paces packets in micro-bursts without requiring any
hardware assistance or causing excessive CPU overhead.

Available bandwidth measuring. Bart [41], TOPP [42],
Pathload [23], and Pathchirp [22], offer basic solutions for
measuring available bandwidth using the packet rate method.
Bart [41] samples the available bandwidth of the network
path by sending sequences of probe packet pairs at random-
ized rates. TOPP [42] determines the available bandwidth by
sending packet pairs at an increasing rate and analyzing the
input and output rates of different packet pairs. Pathload [23]
utilizes pre-defined probing rates to transmit packet trains,
gradually increasing the rate until the one-way delay shows
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an increment. Pathchirp [22] employs ’chirps’ of probe pack-
ets (which are exponentially spaced) instead of packet trains.
This method can assess the available bandwidth with fewer
packets. Compared to these algorithms, ETC employs a sim-
ple measurement approach that does not interfere with regular
data transmission, enabling each flow to quickly obtain a
consistent estimate of the available bandwidth.

8 Conclusion

This paper introduces ETC, a congestion control mechanism
that provides high throughput, low latency, and good fairness.
ETC defines the concept of the pulling rate, which is a pre-
congestion consensus signal that works before packets begin
to accumulate in the bottleneck buffers. ETC uses the pulling
rate to guide the rate acceleration, figuring out dynamic step
sizes with a novel elastic principle. Our evaluation results
show that ETC achieves superior performance compared with
the state-of-the-art algorithms. ETC is also highly practical
since it requires no additional hardware or software assistance.
Thus, for over a year, it has successfully served as the transmis-
sion protocol for our commercial video application, handling
millions of users. We believe ETC provides a new perspec-
tive on transport protocols for future WANs. Our next line
of future work is to explore the efficacy of ETC in wireless
scenarios. This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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A Supplementary to ETC Performance

A.1 Throughput under Different RTTs

To show the performance of the protocols on links with differ-
ent delays, we start two flows to SZ and BOM respectively,
and limit the throughput of the sender to 200Mbps. The base
transmission delays are shown in Figure 13. Figure 8 shows
the performance of several representative protocols after the
slow start at the beginning.

(a) BBR (b) ETC

(c) Copa (d) Vegas

Figure 8: Flows in paths with different RTTs. ETC flows
obtain almost the same bandwidth share.

For BBR, the flow on the short paths obtains more band-
width, because BBR enhances the pacing rate every 8 RTTs,
which means flows on shorter links are more likely to grab
bandwidth (detecting a higher receiving rate). Further, BBR
performs RTT probing every 10 seconds if the minimum RTT
is not updated. The senders in RTT probing only sends four
packets per RTT, which further damages the performance of
flows on long paths. Copa experiences a severe throughput
degradation, but the flow on the long link always obtains
a throughput advantage, because Copa is very sensitive to
latency. Once the queue accumulates even several packets,
the flow on the short link reacts more quickly and gives up
bandwidth. The Vegas flow on the short path increases to the
higher bandwidth (due to the slow start) and then converges
to the fair position. As Figure 8(d) shows, the additive ad-
justment brings Vegas an extremely slow convergence and
the two flows expense about 60s to fair convergence. ETC
responds to RTT gradient, which weakens the relationship
between adjustment frequency and RTT, thus ETC performs
outstanding fairness on links with different RTTs.

A.2 Resistance to Packet Loss

Algorithms that rely on packet loss as a congestion signal
suffers from random or non-congestion packet loss. This is
particularly problematic in unreliable wireless networks. To
verify that ETC has good resistance to non-congestion packet
losses, we test the performance of these algorithms under
0-5% random packet loss. Considering that some algorithms
incorporate both delay and packet loss, we set a 100Mbps link

with 37ms or 141ms RTT (note, these are the link characteris-
tics of BJ to SZ and BJ to BOM). Ideally, when there is a 5%
random packet loss, the throughput of each flow should drop
by 5% (rather than tos almost zero).

(a) RTT-37ms (b) RTT-141ms

Figure 9: The throughput of the protocols with loss rates from
0-5% in links with different RTTs. ETC, TACK, and BBR
show good resistance to packet loss.

Figure 9 shows the experimental results. CUBIC and Vegas
have almost no robustness when facing packet losses. When
the packet loss rate reaches 0.1%, the throughput drops to
almost 0. Compared with CUBIC and Vegas, Vivace and
PCC have stronger resistance to packet loss. However, when
the random loss rate exceeds 3%, their throughput sharply
decreases, because the loss rate measurements become more
pronounced. BBR, TACK, and ETC all show strong resistance
to packet loss. From 0 to 5%, the throughput of ETC dropped
by about 5%, and BBR and TACK dropped by about 10%.

A.3 Coping with Bandwidth Fluctuations

In strongly fluctuating links, the performance of the trans-
mission protocols can be evaluated from three perspectives:
(i) rapid detection and grasp of bandwidth growth for higher
link utilization; (ii) timely convergence to the available band-
width for lower latency when there is a capacity reduction;
and (iii) keeping stable sending rate in each stable period
(capacity unchanged).

Figure 10: Ingress and egress bandwidth variation in a fluctu-
ated link. The light orange area indicates the real link capacity.
The proposed ETC makes full use of the link capacity and
avoids congestion in the meantime. Other algorithms fail to
achieve high utilization, slow jitter, and the appropriate rate
at the same time.
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Figure 10 shows the transmission performance of a flow
under different protocols which constantly run for 30s. Note
that there is no background traffic or competing flows. The
link’s capacity varies at several time points, and the buffer size
is set to 5MB. The background color shows the link capacity,
where the bandwidth increases from 12Mbps to 48Mbps at
6s, decreases to 12Mbps at 14s, rises again to 24Mbps at 21s,
and finally decreases to 6Mbps at 28s. Ideally, the rate of data
arriving at the port and leaving the port should be consistent
with the link bandwidth. At this time, the bandwidth can be
fully utilized and there is no queue in the link.

Capacity growth: When the flows start, from the left en-
larged part in the egress figure, we see that ETC grows the
fastest. At about 6s, the link capacity grows, and CUBIC,
ETC, and BBR all quickly detect the free bandwidth and fill
it up. As the above ingress figure shows, at about 7s, CU-
BIC exceeds the link bandwidth and continues to grow until
the bottleneck buffer spills over, which is determined by the
characteristic of the loss-based algorithm. At the same time,
neither ETC nor BBR exceeds real link capacity. As for the
TACK, Ledbat, and Vivace, they grow slowly and reach full
bandwidth after 10s. Among them, TACK exceeds the link
capacity for a while at about 11s. PCC is extremely insensitive
to bandwidth growth and continues to oscillate near the rate
before.

Capacity reduction: When the bandwidth decreases sig-
nificantly at 14s, ETC, BBR, CUBIC, Ledbat, TACK, and
PCC all begin to taper with the link capacity. As the right de-
tailed part in the egress figure shows, ETC starts to reduce the
speed at about the right time when the capacity reduces and
completes the reduction process soon. The rate reduction of
Vivace starts before the link capacity varies, which indicates
the reason for the reduction in the queue accumulation caused
by the previous excessive transmission rate instead of link
fluctuation. As the ingress figure shows, PCC keeps a higher
rate and does not converge to the right rate during the 14-
20s. The egress figure shows that BBR begins to react at 14s
after the link variation (at 13.5s) and quickly completes the
deceleration process. However, BBR still operates downward
detection operation after reaching 12Mbps (at 15-17.5s).

Stable link: From 15s to 20s, as the ingress figure shows,
the link capacity keeps steady at 12Mbps. ETC, TACK, and
Ledbat fit the link capacity well, while CUBIC and BBR
have significant oscillation. Through data analysis, we find
CUBIC causing packet loss more frequently in a thinner link,
and the measurement accuracy of BBR decreases. The other
algorithms send data at a rate slightly lower than the capacity.

Above all, TACK, Ledbat, and PCC respond slowly to the
growth of bandwidth. The overall rate adjustment of Vivace
(during rate increase or decrease) is lagging. Although CUBIC
can occupy the full bandwidth, the ingress rate continues to
exceed the link capacity, resulting in data accumulation in

the bottleneck. BBR fluctuates seriously when there is a thin
link, resulting in bandwidth utilization damage. These two
figures both show that ETC makes timely, fast, and appropriate
responses to various situations.

A.4 Fairness among Multiple Flows
To verify whether ETC can still keep good fairness when the
number of flows increases, we start N flows simultaneously
in the real-world link from Beijing to Shenzhen. The base
delay is about 37ms. Each flow runs for 60s. We use the Jain
Fairness Index to quantify fairness and its expression is as
follows (The closer the value is to one, the better the fairness
is):

F =

(
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∑
n

Ti

Oi

)2/(
n

i=1

∑
n

(
Ti

Oi

)2
)

(19)

where Ti represents the throughput of flow i and Oi represents
the total throughput of the n flows.

Flow Num. PCC BBR Cubic Fillp Copa ETC Vivace
3 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.62 0.87 0.93 0.83
4 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.68 0.88 0.96 0.83
5 0.75 0.84 0.84 0.76 0.84 0.94 0.84
6 0.76 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.84 0.90 0.76
7 0.75 0.82 0.86 0.88 0.87 0.89 0.55
8 0.61 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.91 0.55
9 0.75 0.90 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.91 0.79

10 0.80 0.88 0.82 0.86 0.84 0.88 0.70

Table 2: Jain Fairness Index of the tested protocols under
different flow numbers. The higher the value, the better the
performance.

When we start multiple flows at the same time, as Table 2
shows, the Jain Fairness Index of BBR, CUBIC, Ledbat, and
ETC are relatively high, which means they achieve good fair-
ness. With TACK, PCC, and Vivace, the bandwidth of each
flow oscillates drastically over time and the average band-
width varies a lot, leading to low Jain indices.

A.5 Influence of the Base Value
We test the influence of different bases on a link with a base
RTT of 30ms and max throughput of 100Mbps. We run the
experiments under both a single flow and three flows. The
base is chosen from the set of (2, e, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). Intu-
itively, a larger base means that ETC is getting less aggressive
and the probability of packet accumulation at the bottleneck
decreases. From Figure 11(a), we can observe that as the
base increases, the throughput of a single flow decreases sig-
nificantly (about 10%), while its delay does not change by
a noticeable margin. On the contrary, when there are three
flows running simultaneously, the total throughput of the three
flows does not decrease significantly (only by about 4Mbps).
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However, the latency is greatly reduced, especially when the
base increases to e, and the average latency is reduced by half.

(a) The ETC throughput and latency of
one or three flows w.r.t. the base of the
log function.

(b) The bandwidth allocation for
CUBIC and ETC as the base
grows.

Figure 11: The influence of the base value (α in the Eq 1)
to throughput, delay and competitiveness. The tested link
capacity is 100Mbps. The base RTT is 30ms and the buffer
size is 1×BDP.

Figure 11(a) might lead one to hold the view that the larger
the base, the better the performance (delay reduction with-
out great throughput decline). In fact, the base also affects
the ETC’s competitiveness. As shown in Figure 11(b), when
compared with CUBIC, the bandwidth allocated to ETC grad-
ually decreases as the base increases. When the base value is
e, ETC and CUBIC are basically in fair competition. When
the basis value increases further, the competitiveness of ETC
decreases sharply. Taking the above observations into consid-
eration, we believe that a base between e and 4 is appropriate
in similar environments. The selection of the base can be
adjusted according to the specific environment.

A.6 Influence of the IACK Frequency
The number of ACK packets can bring severe medium ac-
quisition overhead in wireless networks (since the wireless
network usually employs IEEE 802.11 medium access control
(MAC) protocol). Therefore, we conduct experiments under a
wireless network to test the influence of feedback frequency
on delay and throughput (This hardly influences the through-
put in WAN networks). The link capacity is about 52.5Mbps
(measured with the UDP protocol through iperf) and the base
delay is about 18ms.

X packets per IACK 1 2 4 8 16
RTT (ms) 18 19 18.8 19 19.4

Bandwidth (Mbps) 40.55 45.23 47 50.51 51.12

Table 3: The influence of the IACK frequency on flow delay
and throughput.

We run a single flow and there is not any background traffic.
Table 3 shows the throughput and delay of the flow when
we reply to every 1/2/4/7/16 packet(s) with an IACK. We
can observe that there is no obvious change in RTT, which
means there are almost no accumulated packets in the router

buffer and the link capacity is not the key factor that hinders
high throughput. As the frequency of IACKs decreases, the
throughput gradually increases. When the feedback frequency
is reduced from every eight packets to every sixty packets,
there is no evident optimization in throughput. Considering
the need to guarantee that packets are sent in the form of
micro-bursts, we choose to reply with an IACK for every
eight packets.

A.7 Influence of the initial k Value

Figure 12: The rate variation of slow start and ETC with
different initial values of k. The initial value of the rate (y-
axis) is 1.

This section demonstrates the impact of the initial value
of k (kinit) on the rate variation of ETC (while slow start is
not affected by the kinit). A smaller kinit value corresponds
to lower initial bandwidth utilization. From Figure 12, it can
be observed that with smaller kinit , ETC exhibits a more pro-
nounced advantage over slow start because slow start does not
adapt its step changes to reflect the available bandwidth. Even
when the kinit value increases to 0.33, ETC still demonstrates
a rate growth advantage.

B Base Delay of the Tested Links

Figure 13: The distribution of the five testing nodes. The
average RTT of links is marked on the connection line.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of our test servers and
the average delay measured through Ping method. We collect
the latency measurements in the morning, noon, afternoon,
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and evening through the Ping method, then the average la-
tency is regarded as the reference for subsequent performance
observations and are marked on the links.

C Convergence of Current CC Algorithms

Based on the opinion that fairness is improved when a rate
change reduces the difference (absolute value) between com-
peting flows. We provide a brief analysis of current algo-
rithms’ techniques for achieving fair convergence.

Current traditional loss-oriented algorithms, e.g., NewReno
[10] and CUBIC [9], update their congestion windows in an
Addictive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) man-
ner. NewReno’s addictive operation increases the cwnd with
a single packet per RTT and halves the cwnd upon packet
drop occurs. It depends on the multiplicative rate decrease
to drive the flows toward fairness since flows with higher
rates drop more. CUBIC figures out the addictive step size
according to a cubic function, further promoting convergence
speed. However, this only holds when all of the flows main-
tain the same maximum window (the cwnd when packet drop
occurs). Therefore, CUBIC usually experiences several buffer
overflows before CUBIC flows converge.

Next, delay-sensitive algorithms are represented by Vegas
[12] and Copa [2] (we consider Copa as a delay-sensitive pro-
tocol because it mainly uses the RTT signal). As a Addictive
Increase Addictive Decrease (AIAD) algorithm, Vegas can
still move towards fairness because Vegas flows with a higher
rate always reach the upper threshold (where a flow starts to
decrease its rate) easier. However, the conservative addictive
rate updates extend the convergence time. Copa assumes the
flows observe accurate and the same queuing latency so that
they converge to the same sending rate. However, the fluctu-
ating nature of the latency (due to the burst traffic, scheduling
strategy, etc.) determines Copa’s difficulty in obtaining stable
convergence results. Our experiments in the paper also show
that the convergence of Copa is not stable.

Next, we discuss the algorithms with the thought of learn-
ing: PCC [4], Vivace [5], and BBR. PCC fails to guarantee
fairness among flows due to its simple MIMD design. PCC
employs the same fixed multiplier (default 1±0.05) for all
the competing flows to find the correct sending rate, which
brings multiple convergence points. Vivace utilizes a gradient
ascent method to amend the bad convergence performance
of PCC. With this design, the competing flows always move
toward fairness. But the convergence speed is not that satis-
factory because the step size of Vivace is too conservative
and has can not adapt to the available bandwidth. In BBR,
if the bandwidth resource has been exhausted, the rate dif-
ference between two flows will be slightly reduced after an
asynchronous bandwidth probing process.

D Distribution of the ACK Arrival Intervals

Figure 14: The distribution of ACK arrival intervals at a
100Mbps link. x-axis: the ID of the packet (about 30,0000 sam-
pling points). y-axis: the time interval between each packet
and its last packet. Most of the intervals are shorter than 2ms,
which motivates us to utilize the ACK’s arrival to trigger the
data transmission.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of ACK arrival intervals at
a 100Mbps link, with a total of about 30,000 sampling points.
The x-axis is the ID of the packet, and the y-axis is the time
interval between each packet and its previous packet. From
this figure, we can observe that the statistical data is most
dense within 1ms, i.e., the arrival interval of most ACKs is
less than 1ms. The points that are more than 5ms are sparse,
and only a few of them exceed 10ms, which is the default
highest precision of the operating system timers.

E Accuracy of RTT measurements

Figure 15: The RTT measurements of all the packets (the
yellow points) and of the first packet in each micro-burst (the
line points, which are connected through straight lines).

As Figure 15 shows, almost all the orange points (except
those that coincide with the blue points) are above the blue
line. This verifies our point that except for the first packet in
each micro-burst, the subsequent ones are often affected by
the extremely short RTT increase caused by the bursty traffic,
resulting in a longer latency.

These higher latency measurements are usually regarded as
the signal of congestion. However, the full bandwidth utiliza-
tion only sustains for a short while and the average utilization
can be low.
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F What does micro-burst measure

ETC employs utilizes the receipt rate of N successive pack-
ets (micro-burst) to serve as an estimation of the bottleneck
available bandwidth. Bottlenecks can exist not only at the
routers in the network but also at the end hosts. In this section,
we first try to use several simple network models to illustrate
that the micro-burst is always shaped by the last bottleneck
it passes through (no matter whether the bottleneck exists at
the end-host or in-network routers) and thus inflects the avail-
able bandwidth of the real bottleneck. Then, our experimental
results show that flows passing through the same bottleneck
can obtain similar pulling rate signals.

Figure 16: Network models where the bottleneck is at the
end-hosts.

Figure 16 shows the network models where the bottlenecks
are at the end-hosts. In Figure 16 (a), the bandwidth of the ac-
cess link at the end-host and routers are the same (200Mbps).
Therefore, the interval among packets keeps unchanged across
the whole path. In Figure 16 (b) and (c), the access bandwidth
of the link is higher than the access rate at the receiver, there-
fore, the receiver becomes the bottleneck. The measurement
result should be 100Mbps (no cross traffic). In Figure 16 (d),
the sender becomes the bottleneck. The micro-bursts can only
be sent with a maximum rate of 100Mbps, which determines
the instantaneous rate will not exceed 100Mbps.

Figure 17: Network models where the bottleneck is at the
in-network routers.

Figure 17 shows the network models where the bottleneck
is at the routers. As Figure 17 (a) shows, the collective rate of
the flows from two senders exceeds the rate of the egress port
of the router, i.e., the egress link of the router becomes the

bottleneck. In Figure 17 (b), there are multiple bottlenecks.
The intervals of the packets are shaped twice by the first and
second routers, and the measurement result is determined by
the second one. In Figure 17 (c), the micro-burst is shaped
three times and determined by the third one even if the egress
bandwidth of the third router is higher than the second one.
To sum up, the micro-burst always measures the available
bandwidth of the last bottleneck (as long as the micro-burst
has been suspended in the queue), no matter whether the
bottleneck is routers or end-hosts.

(a) Rp of three flows (b) Rp of five flows

Figure 18: The pulling rates measured by the senders that
pass through the same bottleneck.

To validate that senders can obtain similar pulling rates, we
conduct separate experiments with three and five flows origi-
nating from different sources but sharing the same destination.
These flows were routed through a bottleneck router with a
200Mbps limit, while the source and receiver had no restric-
tions. Figure 18 presents the measured pulling rates collected
at the sender. In Figure 18(a), the pulling rates measured from
the three flows exhibit oscillations around 80Mbps, slightly
exceeding the average available bandwidth of 66Mbps. Simi-
larly, in Figure 18(b), the measured pulling rates from each
flow fluctuate around 65Mbps, slightly surpassing the average
available bandwidth of 40Mbps. Despite minor variations, the
measured results from each flow remained consistent. How-
ever, a few outliers were detected, which were subsequently
eliminated using a simple 3σ rule [43] for outlier removal.
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